SUMMER TRIP TO THE FRENCH ALPS

Somehow I managed to get on to this trip organised by Steve Reeves and it was only thanks to
Aaron and Mark, unable to go for various reasons that allowed a space for me in the car along
with Tony and Gordon. Originally, Steve had made plans to travel to the Chamonix area in the
French Alps but literally the day before our journey there were changes in our plans due to
severe weather conditions in Chamonix itself. A decision was made to travel further South
towards La Grave and the Ecrins National Park.
Thursday 20th June 2013
I got a telephone call from Cotswold to say that my new harness had arrived and I rushed off to
pick this up after work. Thank god it fitted so well! Further packing that evening before I
headed to Steve’s place where we started packing his car. Gordon arrived late and somewhat
overloaded as he had every gadget you can think of!! The Citroen Picasso with the roof box
was packed to the rafters and that left us approximately 3.5 hours of sleep/rest.
Friday 21st June
Steve pulled in to pick Gordon and myself up at 3am. A quick cup of tea and we set off from
Maidstone a little earlier than planned to collect Tony. Hoping he would be up we headed for
Deal and to our surprise he was still fast asleep when we got there. Soon however he stirred
when he realised there were people outside trying to break into his house!! We left for
Folkestone to catch the 6.25am Euro-rail.
The weather in France was cloudy with rain and quite dull. Steve and Tony were sharing the
driving. We arrived at La Grave nearing 5pm with a few stops along the way. After getting
some food shopping done, plus the purchase of a guide book we approached the camp site with
its stunning view of the Meije as a backdrop. The camp site had nice hot showers,
French/English toilets, take your pick along with Tennis courts/Swimming pool etc. Three tents
+ car cost 26 Euros per night which seems fairly reasonable. After a few beers, Pasta + Gordon’s
special Eccles cakes from Groombridge, we tucked away in our tents for hopefully an early
start!!

Figure 1 La Grave Camp site

Saturday 22nd June
We were all up by 7am and after a quick shower/wash/breakfast, we were ready for our first day
out not far from the camp site. A 20 minute drive along our mountain road to the planned
climbing area called ROCHE ROBERT. Steve had teamed up with Gordon for their climb of the
day and during the rest of our trip. They had elected for more adventurous outings perhaps in
search of an epic!! Their route was called VOIE DAVIN d- (5c) on the Petite Aiguillette du
Lauzet. The parking was by the roadside at pont de l'Alp and the crag clearly visible from the
road.

Figure 2 Petite Aiguillette du Lauzet

Here is Gordon’s version of their first day out on the hills.
'This was to be a warm up on an 11 pitch route on the West face of the Petite Aiguillette du
Lauzet(2,611m).A route that Steve Reeves had tried once with Steve Smith but in full winter
conditions!! Crazy folk! From La Grave you head over the col de Lauzaret to the col de Lauzet
where a steep path ascends through forest. The steep scree slope gets you to the first two pitches
beneath this overhanging and dominating limestone peak. Two relatively easy pitches arrive at a

ledge system that requires you to traverse towards the left. From here you ascend the gulley
before starting the route proper on the face. The grade gets harder and the bolts become more
spaced the higher you ascend.

An in situ sling helped us both finish a superb 5c pitch that tended right before finishing straight
up on easier ground. We had started about 10.30am and did not summit until almost
6.30 pm - 8 hours of continuous climbing!! The views were magnificent with a Cross at the
top. A path led over the summit to contour around another peak with glimpses of Ibex and

Chamois adding to a glorious day. Bathed in the evening light we returned to the col and
snatched a draught beer at the Auberge and met up with Raz and Tony in the car park.'

Figure 3 Summit

Meanwhile, Tony and I had our eyes set on a somewhat more sedate climb for the first day
warm-up. This was a south facing Limestone crag set at approximately 1940metres with various
popular multi-pitch climbs in a fantastic setting. The crag was visible from the road.

Initially it was difficult to identify the sector from the car park. We followed a steep path
through woods and after approximately 40 minutes of walking we were at the base of our crag.
The route we chose was on the EPERON DE LAROUTE sector and the climb was called LEFOSSEL, a 7 pitch route with grading from 4b up to 5b (150metres), all bolted but fairly spaced
out. We shared the leading all the way through with some stunning pitches and amazing views
across to Aiguillette du Lauzet and across the valley. The path down was fairly steep and worn
out. In some places it felt like walking on ball-bearings but we were soon down and had bagged
a 7 pitch climb. Still time to do another short route we thought. We climbed the first two good

pitches at 5b on another climb called EPERON which I led and then the climb became more
enjoyable with the weather having remained warm and sunny most of the day.

The walk off this climb was relatively straight forward and along the path I managed to find a
mobile phone which appeared a little smashed up. We presumed the poor chap must have
dropped it trying to take some photos on the climb as it still had the sim card in situ. The phone
was taken to the climbing shop the next day and hopefully will have found its rightful owner by
now! We were soon off the crag and hoping to meet the others at the car park eager to hear about
any possible epics!! The wait seemed very long before Steve and Gordon turned up cheerful
and smiling after their first tick of the trip !

After a good meal of pasta/sauce and plenty of beer we settled in late to bed having had various

discussions on where to climb the next day. As Steve had made plans earlier on to climb in
Chamonix he had come prepared with lots of Topos including their original goal to climb the
Kufner Arete on Mont Maudit. This now had to be shelved for another time.

Sunday 23rd June
Over breakfast Steve came up with another cunning plan! Having looked at the various climbs
in the local guide book he chose a Ridge traverse over the ARETES DE LA BRUYERE

Figure 4 Aretes De La Bruyere

The crag features a limestone ridge that offers a superb and popular traverse. The ascent walk
leaves from the big car park at Pont de l'Alpe and the track takes you to the chalets further up.
This joins the path GR 57 (Grande Randonnée) - a network of paths all over the Alps. This
followed the stream and then takes you up to a spot height of 2440 metres (clos d'Ane). From
here an obvious path South leads to a ridge ending by a small cave. The walk in from the car

park took us approximately 2 hours and many slopes were covered in snow.
Steve and Gordon teamed up and set off first with Steve leading the first pitch to get on to the
ridge proper. He seemed to take his time and mentioned a few nasty words here and there which
came as a surprise to the rest of us. Gordon seconded and used the insitu sling to aid in true
Alpine style.
I led this finding it horrendous, scrappy and loose. Worst pitch I have ever climbed except for
one in Jordan!! Once on the Ridge, Steve and Gordon seemed to push on much quicker than us
the B team and every so often we got a glimpse of them on the horizon. At times it seemed
difficult to identify the easiest path/route along and we appreciated the support from the A team
who every so often waved gestures giving us directions.

Figure 5 Raz and Tony on the last pinnacle

Figure 6 Gordon and Steve on the Summit

The rest of the climb was relatively easy with an abseil to finish taking us approximately 6 hours.
The views from the ridge were superb and the weather had remained pretty stable. A long walk
off the hillside got us down to the car park and straight into the hotel/pub for a nice cold pint!
We toasted 2 good days of climbing so far.

After a good meal and a few more beers at the camp, we decided to hit the sack having
confirmed our intention to de-camp in the morning and head off to La Bérade.
Monday 24th June
Time to de-camp and then repack the car!! it always appears that we have too much stuff.
With persuasion it all fitted back in and having paid the lady at the campsite we left for La
Bérade collecting food and beers along the way. We arrived at the camp site early afternoon
and could not find anybody in the office. We pitched our tents regardless and found good
facilities with hot showers (1euro), toilets, washing facilities and above all plenty of space.
After a good lunch and a visit to the village of La Bérade for a local guide book we decided to
visit one of the local crags for a few single pitches. This area brought back some good
memories from the past when we had the MMC Club trips in 1994 and 1995, an amazingly long
time ago!
The weather in the afternoon was nice and sunny and we were as eager as ever to get some
climbing done.
The camp site was very comfortable with the river Veneon flowing beside us. After our evening
meal and the odd beer we sat around the camp discussing plans for the next 2 days and as the
weather forecast remained good we decided to embark on a few adventure climbs. After missing
out on the Kuffner route on Mont Maudit, Steve and Gordon decided to have a bash at the Meije
and Tony and I elected to have a go at climbing the Aiguille Dibona via the Classic route. There
was an all round excitement in the camp. I had previously been on the Dibona with Pete West in
1994 (Boell route) and with Dave Adams in1995 (Madier route) having seconded both times.

Figure 7 Happy Campers

Tuesday 25th June
Breakfast that morning consisted of cereals and fried eggs sandwiches, tea/coffee/orange
juice/fruit etc showing you that we were living in style! The leisurely morning saw both teams
start packing and we informed the camp ranger of our plan for the next few days. We had also
asked the lady who worked at the camp site to assist in booking the hut for us for the Dibona.
After a good lunch, we said our goodbyes to Steve and Gordon and wished them good luck on
their venture and saw them walking off fully laden.
Here is Gordon’s version of events since Steve and he left camp late that morning.

“Tanked up on a sumptuous Pasta meal we set off late in the morning having crammed all the
equipment in our bags including hill food. We set off to spend the night in the Promontoire Hut
which had been reserved for us from the Guides bureau in La Grave. The 6 hour walk in is all a
gentle amble until you reach the REFUGE DU CHATELLERET

Figure 8 Refuge Du Chatelleret

where for the next 3 hours the Meije and scale of the route tower above you. Always the
Promontoire hut is visible perched and jutting out on the first notch. The steep approach is all on
snow and ice and it was a relief to place our Crampons finally onto the metal steps at 6pm.
A cosy hut with a warm welcome saw us well fed. Lamb chops and potato cheese mash with a
slug of Kir ( cassis liqueur mixed with white wine). The exterior of the hut had a helicopter
platform jutting out and overlooking the valley with a toilet complex under construction with
generators and welding equipment in use. At this particular moment Steve was desperate for a
pee and asked me to find out where the toilet was! Our rather gorgeous gardienne announced to
all present including our macho guide that we were to Piss in the Yellow bucket outside and
perform under the platform for more serious commitments!! Even Steve looked shocked with
horror when it was obvious that you had to hang on beneath the helicopter pad and deliver over
the edge. Worse than Alaska he kept muttering!! Not sure which was the yellow bucket amongst
all the building works we stuck our heads out of the window to see our guide step forward and
remove his well endowed tackle aiming for the correct receptacle! Not being able to compete
with that we popped our heads back inside and pawed over all the complex route description to
take our minds off things.
Two others were attempting the same route and we were given a 3am wake up call. With the
altitude and heavy meal we did not get much sleep! Setting off at 4am with a rapid breakfast of
hot chocolate and bread we followed our French friends onto the ridge.

The first pitch proved awkward and Steve took over immediately while the French seemed to try
another line. We then carried on pitch after pitch of grade 3 scrambling roped up together. A full
moon and virtually no wind made us feel we were progressing well.

.A long complicated traverse got us into a steep gully. Here the French party had got stuck with
the rock covered in verglass..Naturally Steve chose the steep snow gully and crampons and ice
axes were order of the day. The twilight gave these three pitches a feeling of seriousness as the
only noise was the cracking and sudden detachment of ice falling to our far right from the glacier
above.

Figure 9 Steve top of the gully

Figure 10 Looking for the correct line

At the top of the gulley, our route continued another pitch along an arête before traversing right.
Here, with little protection, the rock was covered in verglass and crampons scraped and scratched
the surface. The angle meant that you felt insecure and perhaps not meant to be here! The early
pioneers put this route up in 1877! Was that an early pioneer’s peg we were attached to. This
flashed through my mind. We kept on traversing and the sun was now upon us. Above the
French had got off route. We on the other hand teetered further right only to get stuck on banked
snow with no protection!. It was already now past our summit time of 10.30 am.
The French decided to pack it in. We had missed our chance to find the correct line. They found
an abseil point taking us back and we carefully made our way across with one dodgy bit of gear.
These were supposed to be easy pitches. Somewhere, we had missed the not so obvious step up
to reach easier ground. We debated whether to continue or descend but what confirmed our
decision was the discovery of one of our ropes that had two severed sections! Almost sliced
through, Steve had discovered this after we abseiled to traverse further left. Was it a sharp edge
or a Crampon that had been the cause? Luckily we only had to cut 5 meters off the red rope.
It made the following 12 abseils rather torturous. A slow descent got us back to the Promontoire
hut at 6.30pm.

From here we stuffed some food down us and set off back down the valley knowing we had
probably made the correct decision even though we had enough gear and food to sit out a cold
bivi. The descent took us 4 hours and we got back to our tent at 10pm after 18 hours on the go.
Raz and Tony had not yet returned as the car wasn’t in camp. A quick text confirmed that they
were still descending to camp from their climb up the Aiguille Dibona.
Meanwhile......
Tony and myself had more time to faf about after Steve and Gordon had left as our walk in to
the Soreiller hut normally takes approximately 2-2,5hours.Around 2pm,we left the camp by car
to a small village of Etages before one takes the path to the hut but having spoken to a couple of
lads at the car park, they informed us that there had been a lot of snow on the approach and that
we would need mountain boots/crampons etc. We were not sure if they were taking the piss! But
we decided to drive back to camp and get the necessary items. Soon we were all set to leave and
started on the path up to the Soreiller hut with a view to spending the night in the hut. The
Dibona was for the next day and hopefully we could walk out in the evening. The rock type is
Granite on the Dibona with its pointy Peak towering to 3130m.

Figure 11 Aiguille Dibona

The first ascent was by Angelo Dibona on 27th June 1913 with Guido Mayes and hence the
mountain was renamed then after Dibona.( our climb was just a day short of 100 years since the
first ascent!!). The crag features roughly 12 routes over 300 metres high. Our plan was to climb
the “Classic route” which is approximately 450 metres long/14 pitches with a 5b obligatory
which the Topo suggested. It also needed some trad gear ( friends/nuts) as well and had bolted
belays at most pitches. Having seconded both times on the Dibona in the past, I was keen to lead
this time but my usual anxieties were clearly evident and I seemed to tell Tony to “WATCH
ME” even before we started climbing on the route proper.!!
Along the walk in, we were passed by many parties but we were not in a hurry and managed to
get to the hut taking approximately 3 hours having had to negotiate fair bit of snow in the higher
grounds. The views of the mountain were just fantastic. My new Mountains boots, MammutMamook GTX which I had purchased for the trip from Millets closing down sale for £75 were
doing fine! We were greeted at the hut by the warden Marie and another girl who worked with
her. The place was fairly full and after getting our bunks sorted out and having also sorted our
rucksacks for the next morning, we joined the other climbers for dinner which consisted of
soup/bread for starters, pasta meal and cheese for afters and of course we managed to down a
small can of lager each. There was a big group of Swedish Aspirants guides on their course and
they happened to be doing the same climb as us so we decided to start slightly later time of 8am.
People were very friendly in the hut and we also met the 2 Italian guys from the campsite. They
didn’t seem to say much but down in the valley we couldn’t stop them talking. After dinner, we
got some guidance/information from Marie and looked at some of the Topos of our route. As
Gordon will tell you, it’s very easy to find the wrong abseil off this mountain. I have also seen
on the UK Climbing website, many parties doing the same!
Sleep was difficult as there were approximately 14 -16 people in our dormitory with lots of bunk
beds. I could hear Tony roaring away!! people rolling in late and getting up fairly early. Our
route with many others start on the south face so it’s best to start climbing when it’s in the sun,
that is what Marie suggested as well.
Wednesday 26th June
After a quick breakfast, we sorted our gear and left the rest in a basket at the hut. Marie wished
us good luckagain and off we set across a frozen snow slope to the base of the Madier route
where our route started. All went well for the first 2 pitches. We had one Topo with us which
Steve had photocopied from the OISANS guide book and we made sure that we didn’t drop or
lose it.
We again met up with the Italians at the bottom of the route and they had plans to do a part of the
Madier route and finish up with the Classic route high up from the ledge system. As there was
appeared lots of snow on the descent we made ourselves carry Mountain boots in our rucksacks.
The weather remained relatively good and the climbing fairly straight forward moving off right
from the Madier route and meandering its way up to the ledge system. Everything seemed to be
going fine and the only task that remained was to reach the ledge system one pitch above us.

For some reason I started off in the right direction and moved to my left and had 2-3 moves to
see ahead. For some reason I was inclined to go further right where I found a Friend 2 and a
quick draw and immediately thought this must be the way up to the ledge. I was wrong and had
to lower down on a slightly loose peg!! - my heart was pounding. I went back to the left side and
kept moving up which led me to the ledge system. We had wasted approximately half an hour
but spirits were still high. We couldn’t see any parties above us on our route but across the ledge
to the far left, we caught up with the 2 Italians, one of them at the belay. This was a50metre pitch
up a gulley and later on we saw the Italians were at the belay point so I stupidly followed them to
the belay and then realised that it was well beyond our 50 metre mark! A quick discussion with
Tony and we down climbed the easy ground to find the 50metre mark, we had lost another half
an hour here. There was no fixed belay point here! The route here moves up to the right and then
up for approximately 55metres. If you miss the right turn here then you will definitely be in
trouble as we were to find out later from Marie. The Italians had never made it to the top and
had eventually abseiled off the mountain as they had got lost! We seemed to be on the home run
now and heading up to the pinnacle. However it just seemed to go on and on forever! The views
were great at the top but I felt mentally tired. It had taken us approximately 8 hours to this point.
Tony took some short videos at the top before we took the 2 short 20 metre abseils down the
ridge over the other side and then a scramble off on to the snow slopes. Here we put on Mountain
boots and luckily Tony had a walking pole in his bag which I utilised on the plod back to the hut
which took us approximately 1.5hours.Marie was pleased to see us back and proud of our

achievements. We paid her for our accommodation /meals etc, packed our bags, had a bite to eat
and took a couple of photos with her before heading back off the mountain.

It was nearly 8.00pm.My knees were hurting all the way down and soon we were using our head
torches. A txt message from Steve confirmed that they were back at the camp. It was a long plod
back to the car and nearly 10.45pm before we got to the camp site and it was good to see the
boys were back down in one piece. After a quick beer, off to bed feeling knackered after a long
day!

Thursday 27th June
Thursday saw both the teams getting up later than usual and it was assumed by all that this was a
rest day today with a view to chill out, eat lots of food and visit La Bérade village. Entertainment
by the camp site gave us time for learning/brushing up with various rope-work including the
crevase rescue techniques and taking up rope coils shown by Tony and the amazing sling body
harness demonstrated by Gordon. It was just painful watching the show but how we laughed!
The weather had remained good for the day and the forecast for the next day was ok so it was
decided to have a bash at one of the routes on the local crag Tete de la Maye, a Granite crag in
the valley just across from the camp site.

The climb chosen is called Habbe Hard(400 metres) and goes at TD- with 5c/6a maximum and
5c obligatory. A 14 Pitch route first put up in 86 on the south facing face of the crag which has
approximately 18 routes, bolted and 2156 m high. The guide book time is 4-5 hours .

Friday 28th June
We were all up early and set to have a bash at our chosen route. The walk in was approximately
45 min following a fairly good path and then across scree sections to arrive at the base of our
route. The weather seemed ok and I decided to go first with Tony following me and the other
team on our toes.The first pitch at 5c+ was a shock to the system with only a small section and I
soon realised that there was no point spending too much time here and this section needed to be
aided!
The line seemed to be flowing well with 4 more pitches of 5c and a couple of 5b and the rest a
little easier. Tony seemed to be storming up behind me and the rest of the B team doing the same.
The weather had changed for the worse with an unexpected cold wind taking the edge off things.

Approaching the last 3 pitches just seemed to be a night mare and didn’t as so often happens fit
the topo description! I let Steve take over the route finding and he stormed up a hard pitch which
we could not identify in our guide. A couple of pitches later we were at the top having all taken
turns to warm up in Steves bothy bag! Horray! It had only taken approximately 8 hours!! We
all seemed glad that we were getting off the mountain and finding the path down seemed a little
monotonous.
An hour’s walk ended up in La Bérade where we decided to have a meal in one of the local
restaurants. What a great day!
Saturday 29th June

We had plans to travel back on Sunday but the weather forecast on Saturday didn’t look good at
all and we decided to get back home a day earlier. Steve managed to get us a booking for the late
evening Euro-rail for an extra 20 Euros each and we soon got packing, made some sandwiches
for the journey back and paid up the park warden. It was a relief that we were travelling back
now as I felt completely knackered and had absolutely no inclination to climb on the Saturday!

Appreciation goes to Steve for organising the trip and providing the car. Tony for taking the
share of the driving both there and back and to my team mates on the climbs. Thanks lads for
making this a memorable trip.
Raz Parmar

